Mystery Solved! Did Oak Ridge High School Football Really Win the Mythical 1958 National Championship?
(As published in The Oak Ridger’s Historically Speaking column on August 6, 2013)

I am pleased to bring you the following story from Earl Nall, Director of Technology at the Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association and a member of the TSSAA Hall of Fame. He writes and maintains all the computer programs that are used to select football playoff teams each year. For many years his high school football ratings were published in newspapers across the state. He is a 1962 graduate of Oak Ridge High School.

Earl says he was provided with helpful research for this story by High School Historian Dave Krider.

Here is the astounding story of the research required to prove by actual documentation that Oak Ridge was in fact the National Champions in 1958 as told in Earl Nall’s words!

…

The scoreboard at Oak Ridge’s Blankenship Field lists state championships won by the football Wildcats and that the ‘Cats were the 1958 National Champions.

With the passage of time, no members of the 1958 team can remember who named the Wildcats national champs. Publications tracking the history of the tradition-rich Oak Ridge teams all referenced the national championship but all these publications referenced each other, with none naming the source. Retired coach Don Bordinger doesn’t remember anything about it.

Oak Ridge High School Athletic Director, Mike Mullins, has a big trophy in his office that recognizes the ‘Cats being awarded the national championship by the Associated Press. Only problem is, the Associated Press has never named a national high school football champion.

For many years Wikipedia listed Portland (Jefferson), Oregon as national champs in 1958, but on October 20, 2012 at 9:37 PM someone with a moniker of “Marvinsicool13” grabbed a Wikipedia account and changed the Wikipedia page to show Oak Ridge as the 1958 champions. This is the only Wikipedia change this user ever made and the user has since deleted their account!

Tracing other changes on the Wikipedia championship page shows it is a common practice for someone to go in and add their school the list - thus further solidifying the fact that one should not believe everything that is on the Internet. In fact, for the 29 years from 1952-1980, people have changed the national championship winners for 1957, 1958, 1960, 1969, 1972, 1973, 1975, and 1976. The list on Wikipedia is woefully incorrect.

So, is there any truth to that great 1958 team being ranked #1 in the nation by anybody?

The answer was found in a storage room at a house in La Port, Indiana. But, the answer required some further digging than just looking up on a list. When the dust cleared there was the answer -- from a June, 1981, Newsletter from the National Sports News Service.

“1958 National Co-Champions Oak Ridge, Tennessee 10-0, Wichita Falls, Texas (Class 4A Champions with a 48-6 victory over Pasadena, TX).”

There it was, a definitive, historical newsletter that provided an official validation of the 1958 claim and an official list of mythical national high school football champions between 1952 and 1980.

The documentation was provided by Dave Krider. Krider is a nationally known high school historian who has a penchant for being a pack rat when it comes to high school sports history. That trait of saving historical documents solved the Oak Ridge question once and for all.
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Krider is a member of the National High School Federation Hall of Fame and was the person who for 16 years put together the USA Today national football rankings which began in 1982. He still writes for CBS/MaxPreps as a major high school contributor.

I talked to Mr. Krider for quite a while and he told me of the history of the National Sports News Service. The National Sports News Service was started in 1927. It was the only news service that picked national high school football champions until 1982, when the USA Today, and Mr. Krider, started their ratings.

Today, there are many national high school ratings systems but for 45 years they were the only national ranking system, except for a two year publication of the short lived Joe Namath National magazine, which rated teams.

What was the National Sports News Service? Their staff consisted of Art Johlfs, then a 21 year old coach and official from Minnesota who had a love of high school sports. Other staff members were ... well there were none.

Johlfs WAS the National Sports News Service. Johlfs scoured all newspapers he could find and created a loose federation of people from across the nation to supply him with analysis of various teams in their area. He went to the University of Michigan and watched any game films they had of high school teams. Johlfs continued his work until 1978 when he turned the job over to Barry Sollenberger.

Over the years as technology changed so did the way Mr. Johlfs would collect data on the teams nationwide. He created groups of people in six different areas of the nation and had them rate the teams in their area. Then they would all discuss which of the teams were considered the best in each area.

One of the major changes in the National Sports News Service ranking began in 1959, when they started publishing a national top 10 list. It is because of this switch between how the ratings were done between 1958 (the Oak Ridge, Wichita Falls year) and 1959, that the Portland (Jefferson), Oregon #1 rating, happened.

Krider thinks that Portland got listed in 1958 because of a combination of the fact that there were co-champs in 1958 and there was some confusion in the listing of a single team one each year to a top ten listing.

However, by him having the definitive newsletter from 1981 that named Wichita Falls, TX and Oak Ridge, TN - it becomes official. Perceived myth turned to facts. Mr. Krider has provided the definitive documentation! He is a recognized expert in high school sports, and for me his word is gold. Who is qualified to argue with him?

An irony that was uncovered by this research was that in the same June 1981 National Sports News Service Newsletter, the second best team in Oak Ridge history was also listed. On page two was the final Top 25 standings for 1980 - and there was Oak Ridge at No. 3.

Not bad company, as other teams in top 25 are some of the best known high school programs in the nation. Cincinnati, OH, Moeller #1, Odessa, TX, Permian #5, Valdosta, GA, #7, Central Bucks West, PA, #12, and Youngstown, OH, Cardinal Mooney #16.

Now that we have the facts, Oak Ridge can continue to claim without controversy that they were national football champions and all Mike Mullins has to do to put the final stamp of approval is to remove the Associated Press National Champions plate on his trophy and replace it with one that reads “National Sports News Service National Champions.”

Now we can put this argument in our past and move on and wait for the next national championship that will happen at some point. (SOON! I am sure Coach Gaddis would agree – Ray)
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During my research on solving the 1958 National Championship question, the most amazing find to me was that the National Sports News Service was the only news service in the nation that tried to name a mythical national champion in football for over 45 years!

As revered as high school football is in the United States, that no other media outlet even attempted to name a national champion until 1982 when Mr. Krider and the USA Today started theirs is unfathomable to me. And, the National Sports News Service was a one man show.

…

Thank you, Earl Nall! I truly appreciate Earl for letting me publish his outstanding research to prove the 1958 national championship is rightfully Oak Ridge’s to claim, even if the trophy needs to be corrected to recognize the proper agency that provided that honor to Oak Ridge.

I hope you have enjoyed this deep dive into history. I find it amazing that such detail can so easily be lost! Without folks like Dave Krider, a natural “Pack Rat,” such detailed documentation as this newsletter might be lost forever to future generations.

Earl Nall, the primary source of the energy that proved this championship for Oak Ridge

Dave Krider, the “Pack Rat” who had the documented proof!
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The actual PROOF that documents Oak Ridge’s historical national championship in 1958